Scotland

**ROAD DISTANCES (miles)**

Note: Distances are approximate

- Dumfries: 210
- Edinburgh: 125
- Glasgow: 147
- Inverness: 105
- Oban: 182
- Ullapool: 157

**Scotland**

- **Letterkenny**: Minke whales, porpoises
- **Dramatic scenery meets inaccessible pinnacles**
- **Lochboisdale**: Bonnie banks and deep history
- **Edinburgh**: Famous for world-class festivals
- **Glasgow**: Edgy and contemporary with great live music
- **Dundee**: Skara Brae, superb prehistoric remains
- **Aberdeen**: Superb prehistoric birdwatching

**Isle of Skye**

- Craggy peaks and inaccessible pinnacles

**Northwest Highlands Coastal Road**

- Jaw-dropping vistas

**Climbing Ben Nevis**

- The highest Munro of them all

**Whale Watching**

- Minke whales, porpoises and dolphins

**Glen Coe**

- Dramatic scenery meets deep history

**Loch Lomond**

- Bluebell woods and bonnie banks

**Edinburgh**

- To Shetland Islands (see inset)

**North Sea**

- Ocean

**IRELAND**

- Atlantic Ocean

**Shetland**

- Britain's most impressive birdwatching

**Skara Brae**

- Superb prehistoric remains

**St Andrews**

- The birthplace of golf

**Perthshire**

- Lochs, woodlands and majestic glens

**Camping Ben Nevis**

- The highest Munro of them all

**Glen Coe**

- Dramatic scenery meets deep history

**Loch Lomond**

- Bluebell woods and bonnie banks

**Edinburgh**

- Famous for world-class festivals

**Isle of Skye**

- Craggy peaks and inaccessible pinnacles

**Northwest Highlands Coastal Road**

- Jaw-dropping vistas